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LAWSUIT FUNDING:

A Case Resolution Difference Maker
By Mark Bello

In my 33-year experience as a trial
attorney and lawsuit funding professional it is clear to me that almost all plaintiffs face a recurring predicament: Deep pocket
defendants, usually insurance
companies
deliberately
and unreasonably delay
resolution of litigation.
This often results in a
lack of resources necessary to sustain a reasonable quality of life. Thus,
many plaintiffs are forced
to make some regrettable choices: Return to employment and/or
other activities before they are physically or mentally ready to do
so, resulting in an artificial reduction in case value, or accept an unreasonably low settlement offer before the case ripens to its true,
increased value. Some plaintiffs even decide that the legal process
is too difficult and suspend pursuit of their valuable litigation.
Insurance companies have a substantial strategic advantage over
plaintiffs and plaintiffs’ attorneys. They all have substantial assets and
significant power to work the legal system. As a result, they have
the most important asset of all - time. The prospect of protracted
and expensive litigation is meaningless to them. The prospect of trial
and subsequent appeal and the time these processes take to evolve
gives these rich and powerful companies substantial leverage in settlement negotiations. They will always use their money and time to
their advantage in the pursuit of reduced case resolution.
Enter lawsuit funding, a service that provides a plaintiff (or an attorney) with the financial resources to allow a plaintiff the time necessary to see a case through to an appropriate and just conclusion.
In short, lawsuit funding advances the cause of justice for a needy
plaintiff. Thus, when a plaintiff has exhausted all other forms of revenue, the lawsuit funding company can breathe new life into the
plaintiff’s case by assisting the plaintiff in paying his/her mortgage,
rent, car payment, tuition, food, child care, household expenses,
medical care, hospital, surgical or rehabilitation expenses. In other
words, lawsuit funding enables the plaintiff to live his/her life with
some semblance of dignity, pay his/her bills, while still pursuing the
lawsuit to its just conclusion. Lawsuit funding should, absolutely, be
considered by any plaintiff who is contemplating acceptance of a
lower than full value settlement offer. Ask your lawyer for his advice
on the value of the case vis-à-vis the settlement offer. Ask him/her
whether lawsuit funding might bridge the gap between a low settlement offer and the full and fair value of your case.
A financially desperate plaintiff is not a positive influence on

settlement negotiations. Financial hardships must be minimized or
eliminated before serious settlement negotiations are conducted.
Strategic lawsuit funding, in this scenario, will often pay for itself
in increased case revenues made possible by the relief of outside
financial pressures. Lawsuit funding is non-recourse funding. If the
case fails, the advance made is excused and the plaintiff will never
have to repay the lawsuit funding company. The plaintiff makes no
payments. There are no credit checks. Whether the plaintiff has a
job, assets or credible financial standing is irrelevant to whether or
not he will qualify for lawsuit funding. What a lawsuit funding company is concerned about is whether the plaintiff has a solid, viable
case to utilize for collateral.
Obtaining lawsuit funding is a relatively fast and easy process.
The lawsuit funding company takes an application over the phone
or on-line, and an information request is submitted to the handling
attorney. Once the case materials are received from the attorney’s
office, an experienced lawsuit funding company can provide a funding decision within 24 hours, sometimes, a professional, highly experienced company will provide same day service. If the plaintiff is
approved for funding, the transaction can usually be completed,
with funding in the plaintiff’s hands, within 24-48 hours.
It is advisable that the lawsuit be somewhat developed or mature.
Preferably, a lawsuit will have been commenced. The case needs to
have enough predicted value to afford the advance and the maximum profit due on the advance (or the advanced amount may be
reduced to appropriately fit predicated case value). Some lawsuit
funding companies do not provide funding caps. In other words,
profit continues to accrue until the litigation resolves. If litigation
takes years to resolve, through trials and appeals, funding profits
could grow to enormous sums. Experienced, ethical and professional lawsuit funding companies will provide flat-fee funding with
a high-end cap on profits. Make sure to ask your lawsuit funding
company whether it provides flat fee, capped lawsuit funding. If
the lawsuit is successful, and resolved for the anticipated amount,
lawsuit funding principal and profit returns may be quite expensive. Therefore, it is strongly advised that you seek funding only if
you are experiencing serious financial circumstances, only for an
amount that you absolutely need to protect valuable assets, only in
consultation with your attorney, and only if you are satisfied that the
lawsuit funding company has provided you solid advice and counsel. Strategic lawsuit funding from the right lawsuit funding professional can make a huge difference in the bottom line settlement or
verdict in your case.
— Mark Bello is an attorney and CEO of Lawsuit Financial
Corporation in Southfield, Michigan.

CHARITY CEO COMPENSATION:

HOW TO BE A GOOD JUDGE OF EXECUTIVE PAY
By Diana Fischer

To help donors make informed decisions about executive compensation at nonprofits, Charity Navigator publishes an annual study
on charity CEO pay. Findings from our 2009 CEO Compensation
Study (http://www.charitynavigator.org/index.cfm?bay=studies.
ceo) show that the average nonprofit leader in the United States
makes about $158,000 per year. This figure can vary when you look
at specific types of charities, certain geographic regions and varying size of the organization.
Here are some of the findings at-a-glance: Location: A charity located in areas that already have a high cost of living likely pay their
leaders greater salaries then those in rural areas. Pay was highest
for those executives working in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic Regions, while those in the Mountain West and South received below
average pay checks. When you evaluate pay by individual metropolitan areas, New York, San Diego and Boston were the cities paying their nonprofit leaders the most. Organization type: The nature
of the work a charity performs also impacts its CEO pay. Charities
focused on education or arts, cultures and humanities usually write
above average pay checks, while animal-focused and environmental organizations typically have smaller salaries. Size: As you might
expect, the largest charities pay their executives the most on average, while the smallest charities have a corresponding decrease in
pay level.
Here are some tips to help you critique the compensation of a
charity’s top leader. 1) Obtain comparison data. If you are considering donating to a charity, be sure to evaluate what similar organizations are paying their leaders. Charity Navigator’s free website,
www.charitynavigator.org, lists the pay levels for 5,500 charities all
over the United States. 2) Find out if the charity has a Compensation Committee. Drawing on its experience in investigating charities, the IRS recently redesigned the Form 990 (the informational
tax return that charities must file annually and the document that

Charity Navigator utilizes to obtain the necessary data to rate each
charity) to provide more transparency regarding executive compensation practices. At Charity Navigator we agree with the IRS that
it is important for each charity to conduct an independent review
of its CEO’s pay using comparative data. As such, we plan to begin to disclose this information on our charity ratings pages. In the
meantime, we encourage donors to contact any charity they wish
to support to inquire if the organization has a compensation committee in place and how the organization makes salary decisions. 3)
Be skeptical of charities that report zero CEO compensation. There
are very few individuals that can afford to work full-time managing complex, multimillion dollar organizations without receiving any
compensation. If a charity you are considering reports no salary for
its CEO, then we recommend you contact it directly to learn how
it has been able to attract and retain a competent leader without
paying that individual. 4) Be cautious if the charity has given the
CEO a loan. While it can be difficult to ascertain, if you do learn
that a charity’s top leader received a loan, you should think twice
about supporting that charity. We maintain that a charity is not in
business to provide low or no-interest loans so its CEO can move
into an exclusive neighborhood or purchase a new, luxury car. If the
CEO’s compensation is reasonable, then why does he/she require a
discount loan to work for that charity?
Finally, remember that a successful CEO should be rewarded
for their efforts. While you may feel better initially by giving to a
charity that has a CEO with a low salary, your donation will likely
have a greater impact when given to a charity that is proven to be
effective, although they may pay their leader slightly more. In the
end, you should look not only at the dollar figure of the CEO’s pay,
but at how your donation will help your favorite cause.
— Diana Fischer is a program analyst with Charity Navigator.

